
Full Script Or Step Mode.. It’s Up To You
Movie Outline now lets you edit your full script and view the total page count while retaining 
your step structure.  Simply double-click on a step in your outline list to work on the same scene 
within the context of your entire script and display a list of scenes in the right-hand pane.  This 
applies to Step Cards which can also be flipped between Steps or Scenes.  The status bar and 
purple “theme” indicate which mode you are in, and options can be customized via preferences.

So Who Has The Most Dialogue?
Now it’s easy to find out.  Just click on a character’s name and see where their dialogue appears 
and how many times they speak – indicated by a “speech bubble” in the outline list. Characters 
can be sorted alphabetically or by speech count and you can add them from your script to your 
project via the Tools menu.  You can also see which steps have outline content, making it even 
easier to view which parts of your project need work and which have already been addressed.

Import & Export Just Got Better
Written scripts on Final Draft?  Or maybe you work with a writing partner who hasn’t yet realized 
the power of Movie Outline.  Now you can directly import and export your script to and from Final 
Draft. What’s more, you can also import PDF, rich text and plain text files with layout and Movie 
Outline will automatically reformat them.  3.1 can also display scene numbers that automatically 
update as you type, and print and export scene numbers to scheduling programs for production.

Save Even More Time As You Type
When you’re writing a screenplay, you don’t want to worry about the formatting, that’s why we’ve 
added “Auto-Convert” and “Auto-Capitalization”.  Movie Outline now helps maintain your creative 
flow by automatically converting elements as you type.  So if you enter a scene introduction or 
transition in the wrong element, the text will instantly change to the correct element and capitalize 
the first letter of sentences, allowing you to focus on what really matters – the story.

Protect Your Work & Print Scripts Online
You can now register the intellectual property of your work from the File menu through Hollywood 
Script Express which provides a digital timestamp to your encrypted file and stores it for five 
years on our secure servers.  Hollywood Script Express also offers professional script copying, 
binding and shipping from LA to any international destination, allowing you to track submissions, 
log responses, manage feedback and organize contacts from wherever you are in the world.

Improved Support For International Users
Movie Outline now supports the appropriate encoding for import and export and displays 
international text correctly if your preferred language has been set in System Preferences and 
you are using the correct font, such as one ending in “CY” for Cyrillic (Russian) or “CE” for 
Central European languages (i.e. Polish and Hungarian). You can also select a specific encoding 
for export via preferences ensuring your script will be displayed correctly across platforms.

Over 100 New Features and Improvements...


